Civica's work order app gives you the freedom to action work order tasks within Authority, while on the go.

Reduce obsolete, paper-based processes and create efficiencies by using a mobile tablet to get easy access to work orders - anywhere, at anytime.

Purpose Built for Local Government
Authority Connect: Workz
Allowing field workers to action work orders within Authority, on the go.

With Workz, a field worker can update and complete a work order on site, reducing the risks and inefficiencies associated with double handing and paper based processes.

Instant syncing ensures that Authority is up to date whenever a work order is updated.

Mobility - Manage work orders in the field
Usability - Easy interaction with app interface for latest update on work orders including latest pictures and records
Efficiency - Allow your field workers to work at maximum efficiency, completing administration as they complete tasks

Create, Delete, Edit and Save
View and add attachments
Complete and update work order tasks
View maps in standard, hybrid or satellite mode and open work order details
Data access only via authentication
Offline data access. Users can complete all tasks without a network connection

If you have any questions or would like to arrange a demonstration of Authority Connect: Workz please contact your Account Manager or email us at LGenquiries@civica.com.au